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Safely Lighting up the Holiday Season

T

he holiday season just would
not be the same for many
people without the bright and
colorful light displays that decorate
houses and city streets alike.
Unfortunately, the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission (CPSC)
reports that thousands of people are
sent to the emergency room every
holiday season because of injuries
sustained from lighting and
decorating. Safe Electricity provides
tips for those who are undertaking
holiday lighting and decorating
projects to help them do safely.

Lights and decorations that are
outdoors should be plugged into an
outlet with ground fault circuit
interrupter (GFCI) protection. A GFCI
can protect you from electrical shock
from damaged or defective
decorations, or accidental electrical
contact with water. GFCIs can be
installed in a circuit breaker box or in
an outlet and can be used anywhere
you need it with the portable version.
They should be permanently installed
in areas near water. This includes:
bathrooms, kitchens, garages,
basements, and the outdoors. GFCIs
should be used with all outdoor
Begin by checking that every strand of
decorations to prevent accidental
lights has been tested and approved by
injury.
an official lab and make sure the cord
is rated for where it will be used Also, consider switching to LED
whether indoors or outside. Examine lighting, which produces light without
each strand for any fraying or damage. the heat of conventional incandescent
To prevent possible electrical shocks bulbs and has more durable and
or fires, do not use any damaged shatter-proof lenses than the glass
cords. Typically, one extension cord lenses of incandescent lighting. LED
should only have three strands of lighting may have a higher initial cost
lights connected to it at most, but you than traditional incandescent lights (an
should also check that the extension LED strand can cost around twice as
cord is rated for its intended use.
much). However, at 25,000 hours and

up, it also has an effective lifespan 25
times that of incandescent lights.
In addition, extra caution should be
exercised when using a ladder as you
decorate outside. Always look up and
look out for overhead power lines,
and always keep yourself and any
tools, like ladders, a minimum 10foot distance away.
By keeping these safety guidelines in
mind, you can help ensure a safe and
injury free holiday season for you
and your family. For more safety tips,
visit SafeElectricity.org.
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Think “Smart” This Holiday Season and
Save Money Year-Round

T

his holiday season, think
“smart” and consider giving a
loved one (or yourself) a gift
that keeps on giving. Many smart
devices reduce home energy use,
which can put a little more jingle in
your pocket.

Consider these five energy-saving
smart gadgets while shopping this
holiday season:

•Smart lighting saves energy in
multiple ways. Smart lightbulbs last
longer and use less power. Smart
lighting systems also have scheduled
timers and allow you to remotely turn
the lights off (a great feature if you
have loved ones who constantly leave
the lights on).

•Thermal Leak Detectors use infrared
sensors to detect energy draining
drafts so they can be repaired (filled)
to make your home more energy
efficient. Thermal imaging
accessories now exist for smart
phones as well, converting them into
light-weight, portable thermal leak
detectors. Repairing thermal leaks in
a home can save up to 20% in heating
and cooling costs.
•Smart thermostats learn users’
schedules and the temperatures they
prefer to keep their home. It then
remembers these temperatures while a
home is occupied and adjusts to a
more energy-saving setting when it’s
not to avoid heating and cooling an
empty home. Smart thermostats also
feature apps that let family members
change the temperature from
anywhere in the world using a phone
or other mobile device. Owners may
also use the app to see how much
energy is used and why, and then use
that information to make appropriate
adjustments to their home energy
usage.

•Virtual assistants, like Siri or Alexa,
can connect to smart thermostats,
smart lights, entertainment center
devices and others. With a few spoken
words, virtual assistants can turn
lights, appliances and other devices
off and on, activate and deactivate
security systems, shut or open a
garage door, and more. These home
automation devices allow
homeowners to control their
appliances and create daily smarthome routines through smartphone
apps, creating many new ways to save
energy. For example, owners can
schedule kitchen appliances, such as
dishwashers and coffee makers, to run
while they are out of the house or to
operate at a specific time every day.
Virtual assistants can even schedule
smart appliances to start during offpeak hours, when energy demand is
lower, to take advantage of lower kW
per hour rates. PCRPPD’s Smarthub
app plays well with Alexa too!

•Smart power strips and surge
protectors are a less expensive option
to gain some smart technology
without upgrading all appliances and
devices to smart models. Smarter
devices that can be used independent
of an all-smart home, the strips can
detect when a device is in standby
mode and cut its power supply. Using
smart power strips can reduce a
home’s overall energy usage, which
equates to savings on your energy
bill.
For more information about energyrelated smart home devices, contact
Wade Rahn PCRPPD’s Customer
Services Director at (402) 764-4381.
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